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One of the most well-known induction principles in computer science
is the fixed point induction rule, or least pre-fixed point rule. Inductive ∗-
semirings are partially ordered semirings equipped with a star operation
satisfying the fixed point equation and the fixed point induction rule for
linear terms. Inductive ∗-semirings are extensions of continuous semirings
and the Kleene algebras of Conway and Kozen.
We develop, in a systematic way, the rudiments of the theory of in-
ductive ∗-semirings in relation to automata, languages and power series.
In particular, we prove that if S is an inductive ∗-semiring, then so is
the semiring of matrices Sn×n, for any integer n ≥ 0, and that if S is
an inductive ∗-semiring, then so is any semiring of power series S〈A∗〉.
As shown by Kozen, the dual of an inductive ∗-semiring may not be in-
ductive. In contrast, we show that the dual of an iteration semiring is
an iteration semiring. Kuich proved a general Kleene theorem for con-
tinuous semirings, and Bloom and Ésik proved a Kleene theorem for all
Conway semirings. Since any inductive ∗-semiring is a Conway semiring
and an iteration semiring, as we show, there results a Kleene theorem
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applicable to all inductive ∗-semirings. We also describe the structure
of the initial inductive ∗-semiring and conjecture that any free inductive
∗-semiring may be given as a semiring of rational power series with co-
efficients in the initial inductive ∗-semiring. We relate this conjecture to
recent axiomatization results on the equational theory of the regular sets.
1 Introduction
One of the most well-known induction principles used in computer science and
in particular in semantics is the fixed point induction rule, see de Bakker and
Scott [9] and Park [21]. Inductive ∗-semirings are semirings equipped with a
partial order satisfying the fixed point equation and the fixed point induction
rule for linear terms. Inductive ∗-semirings extend the notion of continuous
semirings used by Goldstern [13], Sakarovitch [22] and Kuich [19] and the
Kleene algebras of Conway [7] and Kozen [16, 17]. Also, every Blikle net [2]
and quantale [15] is an inductive ∗-semiring. Continuous semirings cannot be
defined within first-order logic. In contrast, inductive semrings are defined by
implications and thus form a quasi-variety.
We provide, in a systematic way, the rudiments of a theory of inductive ∗-
semirings related to automata, languages and power series. In particular, we
prove that if S is an inductive ∗-semiring, then so is Sn×n, for any integer
n ≥ 0. Also, we prove that if S is an inductive ∗-semiring, then so is any
semiring of power series S〈A∗〉. Moreover, we prove that any inductive ∗-
semiring is a Conway semiring and an iteration semiring. As shown by Kozen
[17], the dual of an inductive ∗-semiring is not not always an inductive ∗-
semiring. In contrast, we prove that the dual of an iteration semiring is an
iteration semiring.
Kuich [19] proved a general Kleene theorem for continuous semirings. Bloom
and Ésik [4, 6] define Conway semirings and prove a general Kleene theorem for
all Conway semirings. Since any inductive ∗-semiring is a Conway semiring
and an iteration semiring, there results a Kleene theorem applicable to all
inductive ∗-semirings. We present a variation of this result which also applies
to all Conway semirings and thus to all inductive ∗-semirings. Our proof
follows standard arguments, see, e.g., Conway [7], but we recall the main
constructions in order to make the paper selfcontained.
We also describe the structure of the initial inductive ∗-semiring and conjec-
ture that any free inductive ∗-semiring may be characterized as a semiring of
rational power series with coefficients in the initial inductive ∗-semiring. We
relate this conjecture to recent axiomatization results on the equational theory
of the regular sets and rational power series, see [18, 16, 5, 10, 11].
In a companion paper, we plan to study semirings equipped with a partial
order satsifying the fixed point equation and the fixed point induction rule for
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all algebraic terms.
Some notation. For each integer n ≥ 0, we denote the set {1, . . . , n} by [n].
Thus, [0] is the empty set. If A is a set, we let A∗ denote the set of all words
over A including the empty word ε. For each word w ∈ A∗, |w| denotes the
length of w.
2 Inductive ∗-semirings and Conway semirings
In this section we define our main concept, inductive ∗-semirings, and establish
some elementary properties of inductive ∗-semirings. We then prove that every
inductive ∗-semiring is a Conway semiring.
Recall that a semiring is an algebra S = (S,+, ·, 0, 1) equipped with binary
operations + (sum or addition) and · (product or multiplication) and constants
0 and 1 such that (S,+, 0) is a commutative monoid, (S, ·, 1) is a monoid and
multiplication distributes over all finite sums, including the empty sum. Thus,
(a + b)c = ac + bc
c(a + b) = ca + cb
a · 0 = 0
0 · a = 0
hold for all a, b, c ∈ S. An ordered semiring1 is a semiring S equipped with a
partial order ≤ such that the operations are monotonic. A morphism of semir-
ings is a function that preserves the operations and constants. A morphism of
ordered semirings also preserves the partial order.
A ∗-semiring is a semiring S equipped with a star operation ∗ : S → S.
Morphisms of ∗-semirings preserve the star operation.
Definition 2.1 An inductive ∗-semiring is a ∗-semiring which is also an or-
dered semiring and satisfies the fixed point inequation
aa∗ + 1 ≤ a∗ (1)
and the fixed point induction rule
ax + b ≤ x ⇒ a∗b ≤ x. (2)
A morphism of inductive ∗-semirings is an order preserving ∗-semiring mor-
phism.
Proposition 2.2 The fixed point equation
aa∗ + 1 = a∗ (3)
holds in any inductive ∗-semiring. Moreover, the star operation is monotonic.
1This notion of ordered semiring is more special than the one defined in [12].
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Proof. Since the semiring operations are monotonic, (1) implies
a(aa∗ + 1) + 1 ≤ aa∗ + 1.
Thus, a∗ ≤ aa∗ + 1 by the fixed point induction rule. By (1) this proves (3).
As for the second claim, suppose that a ≤ b in an inductive ∗-semiring. Then
ab∗ + 1 ≤ bb∗ + 1 = b∗, so that a∗ ≤ b∗ by the fixed point induction rule. 
The main examples of inductive ∗-semirings can be derived from the continuous
semirings defined below. Recall that a directed set in a partially ordered set
P is a nonempty set D ⊆ P such that any two elements of D have an upper
bound in D. We call P a complete partially ordered set, or cpo2, for short, if P
has a least element and least upper bounds supD of all directed sets D ⊆ P .
When P is a cpo, so is Pn, for any n ≥ 0. The order on Pn is the pointwise
order. Suppose that P and Q are cpo’s. A function f : P → Q is called
continuous if f preserves the sup of any directed set, i.e.,
f(supD) = sup f(D),
for all directed sets D ⊆ P . It follows that any continuous function is mono-
tonic.
Definition 2.3 A continuous semiring is an ordered semiring S which is a
cpo with least element 0 and such that the sum and product operations are
continuous. A morphism of continuous semirings is a continuous semiring
morphism.
In a continuous semiring S, we may define the sum of any family of elements







It follows that any continuous semiring morphism preserves all sums.
Definition 2.4 Suppose that S is both a ∗-semiring and a continuous semir-






for all a ∈ S. A morphism of continuous ∗-semirings is a ∗-semiring morphism
which is continuous.
2Cpo’s are called dcpo’s in [8].
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It follows that the star operation is also continuous. Note that if S and S′
are continuous ∗-semirings, then any continuous semiring morphism S → S′
automatically preserves the star operation.
By the well-known fixed-point theorem for continuous functions, [8] Theorem
4.5, we have:
Proposition 2.5 Any continuous ∗-semiring is an inductive ∗-semiring.
Some examples of continuous ∗-semirings are:
1. The semiring PM of all subsets of a multiplicative monoid M , equipped
with the union and complex product operations and the partial order
given by set inclusion.
2. For any set A, the semiring LA of all languages in A∗.
3. For any set A, the semiring RelA of all binary relations over A.
4. The semiring N∞ obtained by adding a top element to N, the ordered
semiring of natural numbers {0, 1, 2, . . .} equipped with the usual sum
and product operations.
5. Any finite ordered semiring, in particular the semiring k = {0, 1, . . . , k−
1}, for each integer k > 1. In this semiring, the sum and product
operations and the partial order are the usual ones except that x + y is
k− 1 if the usual sum is > k− 1, and similarly for xy. When k = 2, this
semiring is also known as the Boolean semiring B.
6. Every Blikle net [2] or quantale [15].
Inductive ∗-semirings other than continuous ∗-semirings include the semirings
RA and CFA of regular and context free languages in A∗, and the Kleene
algebras of Kozen [16] that we will call Kozen semirings below. For the ex-
istence of inductive ∗-semirings that cannot be embedded in any continuous
∗-semiring see below.
Example 2.6 We give a generalization of an example of Kozen [17]. Suppose
that (M,+, 0,≤) is a commutative monoid equipped with a partial order ≤ such
that 0 is the least element of M and such that M is a cpo, i.e., all directed sets
have a supremum. Moreover, suppose that + is continuous. Let FM denote
the set of all strict additive and monotonic functions f : M → M , i.e., such
that
f(a + b) = f(a) + f(b)
f(0) = 0
a ≤ b ⇒ f(a) ≤ f(b),
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for all a, b ∈ A. When f, g ∈ FM , define
(f + g)(a) = f(a) + g(a)
(f ◦ g)(a) = f(g(a))
for all a ∈ A. Moreover, let 0(a) = 0, 1(a) = a, all a ∈ A. Equipped with these
operations and constants, and the pointwise partial order, FM is an ordered
semiring. By the Knaster-Tarski fixed point theorem [8], for each f ∈ FM and
a ∈ A, the monotonic function x 7→ f(x)+a, x ∈ M has a least pre-fixed point
that we denote by f∗(a). In fact, f∗(a) is the “limit” of the sequence
f0(a) = a
fα+1 = f(fα(a)) + a
fα(a) = sup
β<α
fβ(a), α > 0 is a limit ordinal.
Using this, and the continuity of +, it follows easily that f∗ is a strict additive
function. Since f∗ is also monotonic, there results a well-defined star operation
on FM . In fact, FM is an inductive ∗-semiring.
Suppose that S is a ∗-semiring which is an ordered semiring. Below we will
say that the weak fixed point induction rule holds in S if
ax + b = x ⇒ a∗b ≤ x,
for all a, b and x in S.
Proposition 2.7 The following equations hold in an inductive semiring:
a∗a + 1 = a∗ (5)
(ab)∗ = 1 + a(ba)∗b (6)
(ab)∗a = a(ba)∗ (7)
(a + b)∗ = (a∗b)∗a∗. (8)
Proof. To prove (5), note that
a(a∗a + 1) + 1 = (aa∗ + 1)a + 1
= a∗a + 1,
so that
a∗ ≤ a∗a + 1, (9)
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by the weak fixed point induction rule. But for all b,
aba(ba)∗ + a = a(ba(ba)∗ + 1)
= a(ba)∗.
Thus,
(ab)∗a ≤ a(ba)∗, (10)
again by the weak fixed point induction rule. Taking b = 1 in (10), we have
a∗a ≤ aa∗. (11)
By (9) and (11),
a∗ ≤ a∗a + 1 ≤ aa∗ + 1 = a∗.
Next we prove (6). Since
ab(a(ba)∗b + 1) + 1 = a(ba(ba)∗ + 1)b + 1
= a(ba)∗b + 1,
we have
(ab)∗ ≤ a(ba)∗b + 1, (12)
by the weak fixed point induction rule. But by (10) and (3),
a(ba)∗b + 1 ≤ ab(ab)∗ + 1
= (ab)∗,
which together with (12) yields (6).
We now prove (7).
(ab)∗a = (a(ba)∗b + 1)a
= a((ba)∗ba + 1)
= a(ba)∗,
by (6) and (5).
To prove (8), note that by (3), (6) and (7),
(a + b)(a∗b)∗a∗ + 1 = a(a∗b)∗a∗ + b(a∗b)∗a∗ + 1
= aa∗(ba∗)∗ + (ba∗)∗





(a + b)∗ ≤ (a∗b)∗a∗. (13)
For the reverse inequation, assume that
(a + b)x + 1 = x (14)
for some x. Then,
ax + bx + 1 = x,
so that
a∗(bx + 1) = a∗bx + a∗ ≤ x,
by the weak fixed point induction rule. Now, by the fixed point induction rule,
(a∗b)∗a∗ ≤ x.
Thus, taking x = (a + b)∗ in (14), we have
(a∗b)∗a∗ ≤ (a + b)∗. (15)
Equation (8) now follows from (13) and (15). 
The ∗- semirings satisfying (6) and (8) have a distinguishing name.
Definition 2.8 [4, 6, 12] A Conway semiring is a ∗-semiring satisfying the
sum star equation (8) and the product star equation (6). A morphism of
Conway semirings is a ∗-semiring morphism.
Note that the fixed point equation and all of the equations appearing in Propo-
sition 2.7 hold in any Conway semiring. By the fixed point equation, also
0∗ = 1 in any Conway semiring.
Only the weak fixed point induction rule was used in Proposition 2.7 to prove
(6). This observation gives rise to the following definition.
Definition 2.9 A weak inductive ∗-semiring is an ordered semiring which
is also a ∗-semiring and satisfies the fixed point equation (3), the sum star
equation (8) and the weak fixed point induction rule. A morphism of weak
inductive ∗-semirings is an ordered semiring morphism which preserves the
star operation.
Clearly, every inductive ∗-semiring is a weak inductive ∗-semiring.
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Corollary 2.10 Any weak inductive ∗-semiring is a Conway semiring. Any
inductive ∗-semiring is a Conway semiring with a monotonic star operation.
Proposition 2.11 The inequations
0 ≤ a
a ≤ a + b
n∑
i=0
ai ≤ a∗, n ≥ 0
hold in any weak inductive ∗-semiring S.
Proof. Since
1 · a + 0 = a,
we have 0 = 1∗ · 0 ≤ a. Since the sum operation is monotonic, also
a = a + 0
≤ a + b,
for all a, b ∈ S. Since by repeated applications of the fixed point equation,







i ≤ a∗, for all n ≥ 0. 
Remark 2.12 Inductive ∗-semirings are ordered algebraic structures in the
usual universal algebraic sense, see [3, 23]. In fact, since inductive ∗-semirings
are defined by (in)equations and implications, they form a quasi-variety. Hence,
the class of inductive ∗-semirings is closed under the constructions of direct
products, substructures, direct and inverse limits, etc. (When S and S′ are
inductive ∗-semirings, we say that S is a substructure of S′ if S ⊆ S′ and the
operations and the partial order on S are the restrictions of the corresponding
operations and the partial order on S′.) Similar closure properties are enjoyed
by weak inductive ∗-semirings.
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3 Sum-ordered semirings
In any semiring S, we may define a relation  by a  b iff there is some c with
a + c = b. This relation is a preorder preserved by the semiring operations.
Definition 3.1 An ordered semiring S is called sum-ordered [20] if the par-
tial order ≤ given on S coincides with the above relation , i.e., when
a ≤ b ⇔ ∃c a + c = b,
for all a, b ∈ S.
Note that 0 ≤ a and hence a ≤ a+b hold for all a, b in a sum-ordered semiring
S, so that 0 is the least element of S. Each of the continuous semirings PM ,
LA, RA, RelA, N∞ and k is sum-ordered.
Proposition 3.2 Suppose that S, partially ordered by the relation ≤, is an
ordered semiring. Then S, equipped with the relation , is a sum-ordered
semiring iff 0 is least. Moreover, in this case,  is included in ≤.
Proof. We only need to show that when 0 is least in S, then  is antisymmetric.
But suppose that a  b and b  a. Then there exists some c with a + c = b.
Thus, since 0 ≤ c and the sum operation is monotonic, we have a ≤ a + c = b.
In the same way, b ≤ a. But ≤ is antisymmetric, so that a = b. 
Thus, by Proposition 2.11, if S is a (weak) inductive ∗-semiring, then S,
equipped with the relation  is a sum-ordered semiring.
Proposition 3.3 Suppose that S and S′ are ordered semirings and h is a
semiring morphism S → S′. If S is sum-ordered and 0 is the least element of
S′, then h is an ordered semiring morphism.
Proof. If a ≤ b in S, then there is some c with a + c = b. Thus, h(a) + h(c) =
h(b), so that h(a)  h(b) in S′. But since 0 is the least element of S′, we have
h(a) ≤ h(b). 
Proposition 3.4 Suppose that S is a ∗-semiring which is a sum-ordered
semiring. Then S is an inductive ∗-semiring iff S satisfies the fixed point
(in)equation and the weak fixed point induction rule. Thus, S is an inductive
∗-semiring iff S is a weak inductive ∗-semiring.
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Proof. We only need to show that if S satisfies the weak fixed point induction
rule, then S also satisfies the fixed point induction rule. So suppose that
ax + b ≤ x, for some a, b, x ∈ S. Then, since S is sum-ordered, there exists
c ∈ S with ax+(b+ c) = x. Hence, a∗b+a∗c = a∗(b+ c) ≤ x, so that a∗b ≤ x.

We end this section by presenting an inductive ∗-semiring S which, equipped
with the sum-order, is not inductive. Let N denote the natural numbers.
Suppose that M = N ∪ {a, b, c} is equipped with the the usual + operation
on N , and
x + y =


a if x ∈ N and y = a, or x = a and y ∈ N
b if x ∈ N and y = b, or x = b and y ∈ N
c otherwise.
Let ≤ be the usual partial order on N , and let n ≤ a ≤ b ≤ c, all n ∈ N , and of
course a ≤ a, b ≤ b and c ≤ c. Let S denote the semiring of all strict additive
and monotonic functions on M as defined in Example 2.6. As shown above,
S, equipped with the pointwise partial order can be turned into an inductive
∗-semiring. But the same semiring S, equipped with the sum-order, has no
appropriate star operation. Indeed, when f is the function f(n) = n + 1 and
f(x) = x for x 6∈ N , then, with respect to the sum-order, there is no least x
with f(x) = x.
Problem 3.1 Does there exist a weak inductive ∗-semiring with a nonmono-
tonic star operation? Does there exist a weak inductive ∗-semiring with a
monotonic star operation which is not an inductive ∗-semiring?
4 Idempotent inductive ∗-semirings
A semiring S is called idempotent if 1 + 1 = 1 holds in S. It then follows that
a + a = a, for all a ∈ S.
Proposition 4.1 Suppose that S is an idempotent ordered semiring. The
following conditions are equivalent.
1. 0 is the least element of S, i.e., 0 ≤ a holds for all a in S.
2. For all a, b ∈ S, a ≤ a + b.
3. For all a, b ∈ S, a ≤ b iff a + b = b.
4. S is sum-ordered.
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Proof. It is clear that the first condition implies the second and that the last
condition implies the first. In fact, the first two conditions are equivalent in
any ordered semiring. Suppose that the second condition holds. If a ≤ b then
a + b ≤ b + b = b ≤ a + b, so that a + b = b. Conversely, if a + b = b, then
a ≤ b, since a ≤ a + b. Thus the second condition implies the third. Finally,
if the third condition holds then a ≤ b iff there is some c with a + c = b. It
follows that S is sum-ordered. 
Corollary 4.2 Suppose that S and S′ are ordered semirings such that S is
idempotent and 0 is least in both S and S′. Then any semiring morphism
S → S′ is an ordered semiring morphism.
Corollary 4.3 An ordered idempotent semiring S equipped with a star op-
eration is an inductive ∗-semiring iff S satisfies the fixed point (in)equation
and the weak fixed point induction rule. Hence S is an inductive semiring iff
S is a weak inductive ∗-semiring.
Proposition 4.4 Any idempotent inductive ∗-semiring S satisfies the equa-
tion
1∗ = 1.
Proof. Since 1 + 1 = 1, 1∗ ≤ 1. On the other hand, 1 ≤ 1∗ + 1 = 1∗. 
5 Matrices
If S is a Conway semiring, then for each n ≥ 0, the semiring Sn×n of all n×n
matrices over S may be turned into a Conway semiring. In fact, our definition
of the star operation on Sn×n applies to any ∗-semiring.
Definition 5.1 Suppose that S is a ∗-semiring. We define the star M∗ of an
n × n matrix M in Sn×n by induction on n.
• If n = 0, M∗ is the unique 0 × 0 matrix.
• If n = 1, M = [a], for some a ∈ S. We define M∗ = [a∗].















α = (a + bd∗c)∗ (17)
β = αbd∗ (18)
γ = δca∗ (19)
δ = (d + ca∗b)∗. (20)
The following result is implicit in [7].
Theorem 5.2 [7] If S is a Conway semiring, then so is Sn×n, for any n ≥ 0.












where α, β, γ and δ are given as above.
In fact, the collection of all n×m matrices, for n,m ≥ 0 form a Conway theory
[6]. (In [4, 6], Theorem 5.2 is derived from a general result that holds for all
Conway theories.) We now give a characterization of Conway semirings.
Theorem 5.3 The following conditions are equivalent for a ∗-semiring S.
1. S is a Conway semiring.
2. S2×2 satisfies the fixed point equation.
3. For each n ≥ 0, Sn×n satisfies the fixed point equation.
Proof. It is clear that the last condition implies the second. Moreover, by the
previous theorem, the first condition implies (the second and) the third. Thus,
we are left to show that the second condition implies the first. So suppose that



















for all a, b, c, d ∈ S. Thus, using the definition of the star operation,
a(a + bd∗c)∗ + b(d + ca∗b)∗ca∗ + 1 = (a + bd∗c)∗ (21)
a(a + bd∗c)∗bd∗ + b(d + ca∗b)∗ = (a + bd∗c)∗bd∗. (22)
Letting b = 0 (and c = d = 0, say) in (21) we obtain aa∗ + 1 = a∗, so that
the fixed point equation holds in S. In particular, 0∗ = 1. Thus, letting
a = d = 0, (21) gives b(cb)∗c + 1 = (bc)∗. Also, letting a = 0 and b = 1,
(22) gives (d + c)∗ = (d∗c)∗d∗. Hence, both the product star and sum star
equations hold in S proving that S is a Conway semiring. 
The above argument actually gives the following results:
Corollary 5.4 A ∗-semiring S is a Conway semiring iff for some n > 1,
Sn×n satisfies the fixed point equation.
Corollary 5.5 A ∗-semiring S is a Conway semiring iff the fixed point equa-
tion holds in S2×2 for all lower or upper triangular matrices.
When S is a partially ordered semiring, then, equipped with the pointwise
order, so is Sn×n, for any integer n ≥ 0.
Theorem 5.6 Suppose that S is an inductive ∗-semiring. Then for each n ≥
0, Sn×n is also an inductive ∗-semiring.
Proof. We have already proved that any inductive semiring is a Conway
semiring. Hence, the fixed point equation holds in Sn×n, for all n ≥ 0. As for
the fixed point induction rule, we prove by induction on n that if a ∈ Sn×n,
b, ξ ∈ Sn×m with aξ + b ≤ ξ, then a∗b ≤ ξ. Our argument is essentially the
same as the proof of Theorem 4 in Chapter 3 of Conway [7]. The case n = 0
















where a1 is (n− 1)× (n− 1), b1 and ξ1 are (n− 1)×m, etc. Since aξ + b ≤ b,
we have
a1ξ1 + a2ξ2 + b1 ≤ ξ1
a3ξ1 + a4ξ2 + b2 ≤ ξ2.
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By the induction assumption,








(a4 + a3a∗1a2)ξ2 + (a3a
∗
1b1 + b2) ≤ ξ2.
Thus,
(a4 + a3a∗1a2)
∗(a3a∗1b1 + b2) ≤ ξ2, (23)
since the fixed point induction rule holds in S. In the same way,
(a1 + a2a∗4a3)





∗ (a1 + a2a∗4a3)
∗a2a∗4
(a4 + a3a∗1a2)





so that (23) and (24) amount to a∗b ≤ ξ. 
Remark 5.7 Theorem 5.6 may be viewed as an instance of the well-known
rule found independently by Bekić [1] and de Bakker and Scott [9] to compute
“simultaneous least pre-fixed points” of continuous functions.
Problem 5.1 Suppose that S is a weak inductive ∗-semiring. Are the matrix
semirings Sn×n weak inductive semirings?
6 Iteration semirings
Iteration semirings were originally defined in [4]. Here we recall the definition
given in [10].
Suppose that G is a finite group of order n, say G = {g1, . . . , gn}. For each gi,
let agi be a variable associated with gi. The n × n matrix MG is defined by
(MG)i,j = ag−1i gj , i, j ∈ [n].
Thus, each row of MG is a permutation of the first row, and similarly for
columns. In particular, for each i ∈ [n], let πgi denote the n × n permutation
matrix corresponding to the permutation of G induced by left multiplication






for all i ∈ [n].
Let αn denote the 1 × n matrix whose first component is 1 and whose other
components are 0, and let δn denote the n × 1 matrix whose components are
all 1.
Definition 6.2 Conway [7] The group-equation associated with G is
αnM
∗
Gδn = (ag1 + . . . + agn)
∗.
We will use the group-equations only in Conway semirings. In such semirings,
it is irrelevant in what order the elements of the group G are listed. This
follows from the following fact.
Lemma 6.3 The permutation equation holds in all Conway semirings S:
(πMπ−1)∗ = πM∗π−1,
for all π,M ∈ Sn×n such that π is a permutation matrix with inverse π−1.
Proof. Since Sn×n is a Conway semiring, by the product star and dual fixed
point equations we have
(πMπ−1)∗ = π(Mπ−1π)∗Mπ−1 + 1
= πM∗Mπ−1 + 1
= π(M∗M + 1)π−1
= πM∗π−1.
See also [7, 4]. 
Definition 6.4 [4, 6] An iteration semiring is a Conway semiring satisfying
the group-equations for all finite groups. A morphism of iteration semirings
is a ∗-semiring morphism.
Theorem 6.5 Any inductive ∗-semiring is an iteration semiring.
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Proof. Suppose that S is an inductive ∗-semiring. By Corollary 2.10, S is a
Conway semiring. Thus we only need to establish the group-equations. So
let G = {g1, . . . , gn} denote a group of order n, and let ag1 , . . . , agn be some
elements of S associated with the group elements. Define a = ag1 + . . . + agn .
Since each row of MG is a permutation of the agi , we have that
MGδn = δna, (25)
i.e., each row of MG sums up to a. Thus,
MG(δna∗) + δn = δn(aa∗ + 1)
= δnaa∗
= δna∗,




by the weak fixed point induction rule. As for the reverse inequality, note that
each row of M∗G is a permutation of the first row. This follows since for each





Thus, by (25) and (26),
a(αnM∗Gδn) + 1 = αnδnaαnM
∗
Gδn + αnδn
= αnMGδnαnM∗Gδn + αnδn
= αnMGM∗Gδn + αnδn
= αn(MGM∗G + 1)δn
= αnM∗Gδn.
The weak fixed point induction rule gives
a∗ ≤ αnM∗Gδn.

Remark 6.6 It is shown in [18, 10] that whenever S is an iteration semiring,
then so is Sn×n, for each n ≥ 0. In fact, the algebraic theory of matrices over
an iteration semiring is an iteration theory, see [10].
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7 Duality
The opposite or dual Sop of a ∗-semiring S is equipped with the same opera-
tions and constants as S except for multiplication, which is the reverse of the
multiplication in S. When S is ordered, so is Sop equipped with the same
partial order. Note that (Sop)op = S.
Proposition 7.1 A ∗-semiring S is a Conway semiring iff Sop is a Conway
semiring.
Proof. Suppose that S is a Conway semiring. It is clear that the product star
equation (6) holds in Sop. As for the sum star equation, note that in S,
(a + b)∗ = (a∗b)∗a∗
= a∗(ba∗)∗,
by the product star equation. It follows that the sum star equation holds in
Sop. 
When M is an n × m matrix over a semiring S, define Mop to be the m × n
matrix with Mopij = Mji, for all i ∈ [m] and j ∈ [n]. Note that when S is a
∗-semiring, then both Sn×n and (Sop)n×n are ∗-semirings, for any n ≥ 0.
Theorem 7.2 Suppose that S is a Conway semiring. Then the Conway
semirings (Sn×n)op and (Sop)n×n are isomorphic.
Proof. It is clear that the map M 7→ Mop preserves the sum operation and
the constants 0 and 1. To complete the proof that this map is the required
isomorphism, we need to show that
(MN)op = Nop ◦ Mop (27)
(M∗)op = (Mop)⊗ (28)
hold for all M,N ∈ Sn×n, where ◦ and ⊗ denote the product and star opera-
tions in (Sop)n×n. We leave the verification of (27) to the reader. The proof
of (28) is by induction on n. The cases n = 0, 1 are clear. When n > 1, let us

























We need to prove that αop = α′, βop = β′, etc. But, by using the induction
assumption,
αop = ((a + bd∗c)∗)op
= ((a + bd∗c)op)⊗
= (aop + cop ◦ (d∗)op ◦ bop)⊗
= (aop + cop ◦ (dop)⊗ ◦ bop)⊗
= α′.
Also, using the Conway semiring equation
u∗z(x + yu∗z)∗ = u∗z(x∗yu∗z)∗x∗
= (u∗zx∗y)∗u∗zx∗
= (u + zx∗y)∗zx∗,
it follows that
βop = (αbd∗)op
= (d∗)op ◦ bop ◦ αop
= (d⊗)op ◦ bop ◦ α′
= (d⊗)op ◦ bop ◦ (aop + cop ◦ (dop)⊗ ◦ bop)⊗
= (d + bop ◦ (aop)⊗ ◦ cop)⊗ ◦ bop ◦ (aop)⊗
= β′.
The proofs of the other equations are similar. Note that the Conway identities
(8) and (6) were needed only in the proof of (33). 
The dual top of a ∗-semiring term t is defined by induction on the structure of
t.
• If t is a variable or one of the constants 0, 1, then top = t.
• If t = t1 + t2 then top = top1 + top2 .
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• If t = t1t2 then top = top2 top1 .
• If t = t∗1 then top = (top1 )∗.





and the dual of an implication t1 = s1 ∧ . . . ∧ tn = sn ⇒ t = s is top1 =
sop1 ∧ . . . ∧ topn = sopn ⇒ top = sop. The dual of an inequation t ≤ s or
implication t1 ≤ s1 ∧ . . . ∧ tn ≤ sn ⇒ t ≤ s is defined in the same way. Note
that the dual fixed point equation (5) is indeed the dual of the fixed point
equation (3), and the dual fixed point induction rule
xa + b ≤ x ⇒ ba∗ ≤ x (29)
is the dual of (2). Moreover, the product star equation is self dual in that
its dual is equivalent to the product star equation. The dual of the sum star
equation is the equation (a + b)∗ = a∗(ba∗)∗ mentioned above.
Proposition 7.3 The dual of an (in)equation or implication holds in a ∗-
semiring S iff it holds Sop.
Corollary 7.4 An equation (or implication) holds in all Conway semirings
iff so does its dual.
Below we will consider term matrices. The sum and product operations on
term matrices are defined in the usual way. The star of a term matrix is
defined by the matrix formula (16). When M is an n × p term matrix, we
define Mop to be the p× n matrix such that (Mop)ij = (Mji)op, for all i ∈ [p]
and j ∈ [n]. If M and M ′ are n × p term matrices and S is a ∗-semiring, we
say that the equation M = M ′ holds in S if each equation Mij = M ′ij does,
for any i ∈ [n], j ∈ [p]. The dual of the equation M = M ′ is the equation
Mop = M ′op.
Clearly, any ∗-semiring satisfies the equations
(M + N)op = Mop + Nop (30)
(MN)op = NopMop (31)
(Mop)op = M (32)
for any term matrices M,N of appropriate size.
By Theorem 7.2, we also have
Corollary 7.5 Any Conway semiring satisfies the equations
(M∗)op = (Mop)∗, (33)
for any term matrices M,N of appropriate size.
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Recall that the group-equation associated with a finite group G = {g1, . . . , gn}
of order n is the equation
αn ·M∗G · δn = (ag1 + . . . + agn)∗,
where (MG)ij = ag−1i gj , for all i, j ∈ [n], αn is the n-dimensional row vector
whose first component is 1 and whose other components are 0, and δn is the
n-dimensional column vector whose components are all 1. Below, without loss
of generality we will assume that g1 is the unit of G.
Lemma 7.6 In Conway semirings, the group-equation associated with a finite
group G is equivalent to the equation
δopn ·M∗G · αopn = (ag1 + . . . + agn)∗.
Proof. Note that the meaning of this equation is that the sum of the entries
of the first column of M∗G is (ag1 + . . . + agn)
∗.
By Lemma 6.1 and the permutation equation, the equation
πgi ·M∗G ·πopgi = M∗G
holds in all Conway semirings for each i ∈ [n]. Thus, if we let tg1, . . . , tgn
denote the terms in the first row of M∗G, then under the Conway semiring
equations, for each i ∈ [n] the ith row is tg−1i g1, . . . , tg−1i gn . Hence, under the
Conway semiring equations, there is a bijective correspondence between the
entries of the first row and the entries of the first column of M∗G. 
The matrix NG = MG(ag−11 , . . . , ag−1n ) is obtained form MG by substituting
ag−1i
for agi , for all i ∈ [n].
Corollary 7.7 In Conway semirings, the equation associated with a finite
group G of order n is equivalent to the equation
δopn ·N∗G ·αopn = (ag1 + . . . + agn)∗.
Note that for each i, j ∈ [n], the (i, j)th entry of NG is ag−1j gi . Thus,
Lemma 7.8 The matrices MopG and NG are equal.
Thus, by Corollary 7.5, we have
Lemma 7.9 The equation
(M∗G)
op = N∗G
holds in all Conway semirings.
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Proposition 7.10 If the group-equation associated with a finite group G of
order n holds in a Conway semiring S, then so does its dual.
Proof. Using the above notation, the dual of the equation associated with G
is
δopn · (M∗G)op ·αopn = (ag1 + . . . + agn)∗.
By Lemma 7.9, this equation holds in S iff the equation
δopn ·N∗G ·αopn = (ag1 + . . . + agn)∗
holds. But by Corollary 7.7, in Conway semirings this equation is equivalent
to the group-equation associated with G. 
Corollary 7.11 Any iteration semiring satisfies the dual of any group--
equation. A ∗-semiring is an iteration semiring iff its dual is an iteration
semiring.
Corollary 7.12 An equation holds in all iteration semirings iff so does its
dual.
We have seen that the dual of a Conway or iteration semiring is also a Conway
or iteration semiring. As pointed out by Kozen, the corresponding fact does
not hold for inductive ∗-semirings.
Proposition 7.13 Kozen [17] There exists an idempotent inductive ∗-semiring
S such that Sop is not an inductive ∗-semiring.
In fact, as shown by Kozen, when A is an infinite set and M is P (A), the
power set of A equipped with the union operation and the subset order, then
the dual of the inductive ∗-semiring FM constructed in Example 2.6 is not an
inductive ∗-semiring. Such a semiring cannot be embedded in any continuous
∗-semiring.
Definition 7.14 A symmetric inductive ∗-semiring is an inductive ∗-semiring
which satisfies the dual fixed point induction rule (29). A morphism of sym-
metric inductive ∗-semirings is an inductive ∗-semiring morphism.
Proposition 7.15 An inductive ∗-semiring S is a symmetric inductive ∗-
semiring iff Sop is also an inductive ∗-semiring.
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Proof. By Proposition 2.7, the dual of the fixed point equation (5) holds in
any inductive ∗-semiring. 
Proposition 7.16 Any continuous ∗-semiring is a symmetric inductive ∗-
semiring.
Proof. Is S is a continuous ∗-semiring, then so is Sop. 
Proposition 7.17 If S is a symmetric inductive semiring, then so is Sn×n,
for each n ≥ 0.
Proof. By Theorem 5.6, both Sn×n and (Sop)n×n are inductive ∗-semirings.
But by Theorem 7.2, (Sop)n×n is isomorphic to (Sn×n)op. 
We end this section with a definition.
Definition 7.18 A Kozen semiring is an idempotent symmetric inductive ∗-
semiring. A morphism of Kozen semirings is an inductive semiring morphism.
Kozen semirings are called Kleene algebras in [16].
Examples of Kozen semirings are the semirings PM , LA, RA, CFA, RlA and
the Boolean semiring B. In fact, any idempotent continuous ∗-semiring is a
Kozen semiring.
8 Power series
Suppose that S is a semiring and A is a set. Recall that a formal power series
over A with coefficients in S is a function






where (r, u) is just r(u), the value of function r on the word u. Here, A∗ denotes
the free monoid of all words over A including the empty word ε. Equipped
with the operations of pointwise sum and Cauchy product, power series form
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a semiring S〈A∗〉. The neutral elements are the series 0 whose coefficients are
all zero, and the series 1 such that the coefficient of the empty word ε is 1
and the other coefficients are 0. (In a similar fashion, every element of S can
be identified with a power series.) When S is partially ordered, we may turn
S〈A∗〉 into a partially ordered semiring by the pointwise order.
Definition 8.1 Suppose that S is a ∗-semiring. For each s ∈ S〈A∗〉, we define
(s∗, ε) = (s, ε)∗




for all u ∈ A∗, u 6= ε.
This defines a star operation on S〈A∗〉.




(s, ε)∗(s, u1)(s, ε)∗ . . . (s, un)(s, ε)∗.
It then follows that
(s, u∗) = (
∑
wv=u, v 6=ε
(s∗, w)(s, v))(s, ε)∗ ,
for all u 6= ε.
Theorem 8.3 [4, 6] If S is a Conway semiring, or an iteration semiring, then
so is S〈A∗〉.
Theorem 8.4 If S is an inductive ∗-semiring, then so is S〈A∗〉.
Proof. First we show that the fixed point equation holds, i.e.,
(ss∗ + 1, u) = (s∗, u),
for all s ∈ S〈A∗〉 and u ∈ A∗. When u = ε, we have
(ss∗ + 1, ε) = (s, ε)(s∗, ε) + 1




since the fixed point equation holds in S. Suppose now that u 6= ε. Then,
again using the fixed point equation in S,




= (s, ε)[(s, ε)∗
∑
vw=u, v 6=ε













We now prove that the fixed point induction rule holds in S〈A∗〉. So suppose
that r, s, ξ ∈ S〈A∗〉 such that
rξ + s ≤ ξ. (34)
We must prove that r∗s ≤ ξ, i.e., that (r∗s, u) ≤ (ξ, u), for all words u ∈ A∗.
When u = ε, (34) gives
(r, ε)(ξ, ε) + (s, ε) ≤ (ξ, ε).
Since the fixed point induction rule holds in S, we have (r∗s, ε) = (r, ε)∗(s, ε) ≤
(ξ, ε). Assume that u 6= ε. Then by (34),
(r, ε)(ξ, u) +
∑
vw=u, v 6=ε
(r, v)(ξ, w) + (s, u) ≤ (ξ, u). (35)
By induction,
(r∗s,w) ≤ (ξ, w), (36)
for all w with |w| < |u|. By (35) and (36),
(r, ε)(ξ, u) +
∑
vw=u, v 6=ε





(r, v)(r∗s,w) + (s, u)) ≤ (ξ, u),
by the fixed point induction rule. Thus, by Lemma 8.5 below, (r∗s, u) ≤ (ξ, u).

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(r, v)(r∗s,w) + (s, u)) = (r∗s, u).
Proof. Let us denote by suf(u) the set of all suffixes of u, i.e., the set of all
z ∈ A∗ such that z′z = u for some uniquely defined z′. Below we will denote






























Remark 8.6 A certain converse of Theorem 8.4 holds also. Suppose that S is
an inductive ∗-semiring. Then S〈A∗〉 is an ordered semiring. We have proved
that each linear function ξ 7→ rξ + s over S〈A∗〉 has a least pre-fixed point
solution, viz. s∗r. Thus, if S〈A∗〉 is turned into an inductive ∗-semiring, by
any definition of srtar, then that star operation is the same as the one given
in Definition 8.1.
Problem 8.1 Does Theorem 8.4 hold for weak inductive ∗-semirings?
We now consider power series with coefficients in the dual semiring.
Proposition 8.7 Suppose that S is a ∗-semiring and A is a set. Then the
∗-semirings (S〈A∗〉)op and Sop〈A∗〉 are isomorphic.
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Proof. For each s ∈ S〈A∗〉, define the power series sop by
(sop, u) = (s, uop), u ∈ A∗,
where uop is the word u written in the reverse order. The reader will have
no difficulty to check that the function s 7→ sop is a semiring isomorphism
(S〈A∗〉)op → Sop〈A∗〉. The fact that the star operation is preserved follows
using Remark 8.2. Denoting the star operation in Sop〈A∗〉 by ⊗ (and the
product operation by ◦), we have ((s∗)op, ε) = (s, ε)∗ = ((sop)⊗, ε), for all
s ∈ S〈A∗〉. For nonempty words u,











(s∗, wop)(s, vop))(s, ε)∗
= (sop, ε)∗ ◦ (
∑
vw=u, v 6=ε
(sop, v) ◦ ((sop),⊗ w))
= ((sop)⊗, u).

Corollary 8.8 If S is a symmetric inductive ∗-semiring, then so is any
semiring S〈A∗〉 of power series.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 8.4 and Proposition 8.7. 
Remark 8.9 Suppose that S is a (symmetric) inductive ∗-semmiring. Then
the star operation is uniquely determined by the semiring structure and the
partial order. Thus, when S〈A∗〉 is ordered by the pointwise order, the star op-
eration given above is the only one turning S〈A∗〉 into an inductive ∗-semiring.
9 A Kleene theorem for inductive ∗-semirings
Definition 9.1 Suppose that S is a ∗-semiring and A ⊆ S. A mechanism
[7] over A is a triple D = (α,M, β), where α ∈ {0, 1}1×n, β ∈ {0, 1}n×1 and
M ∈ (A ∪ {0, 1})n×n, for some n ≥ 0. The behaviour of D is
|D| = αM∗β.
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Mechanisms are called presentations in [6].
Definition 9.2 A Kleene semiring3 is a ∗-semiring S such that for all A ⊆ S,
the following two sets are equal:
1. Ra≈(A), the sub ∗-semiring generated by A.
2. R(A), the set of all behaviours over A.
Remark 9.3 For any ∗-semiring S and A ⊆ S, we have R(A) ⊆ Ra≈(A), by
the definition of the star operation on matrices. Thus S is a Kleene semiring
iff Ra≈(A) ⊆ R(A) holds for all A ⊆ S.

















D0 = ([0], [0], [0])
D1 = ([1], [0], [1]).
Then |D0| = 0, and if 0∗ = 1 holds in S, |Da| = a and |D1| = 1, so that
A ∪ {0, 1} ⊆ R(A).
Theorem 9.4 Every Conway semiring is a Kleene semiring.
Proof. Suppose that S is a Conway semiring and A ⊆ S. Since 0∗ = 1 holds in
S, we have A∪{0, 1} ⊆ R(A). Thus, we only need to show that R(A) is closed
under the sum, product and star operations. Following the proof of Theorem
8 in Chapter 3 of Conway [7], define
D = (α,M, β)
D′ = (α′,M ′, β′)
Define














































|D + D′| = |D| + |D′|
|D · D′| = |D| · |D′|
|D∗| = |D|∗.

Corollary 9.5 Every inductive ∗-semiring is a Kleene semiring.
For a version of Theorem 9.4, which also holds in all Conway semirings, see
[4] or [6].
Suppose that S is a ∗-semiring and A is a set. We may identify any letter a ∈ A
with the power series ra such that (ra, a) = 1 and (ra, u) = 0, for all words
u ∈ A∗, u 6= a. We let Srat〈A∗〉denote the set Ra≈(A). Note that Srat〈A∗〉 is a
∗-semiring, and when S is ordered, also an ordered semiring. Since equations
and implications are preserved by substructures, we have
Proposition 9.6 If S is a Conway semiring or an iteration semiring, then
so is Srat〈A∗〉, for all A ⊆ S. If S is an inductive ∗-semiring, then so is any
Srat〈A∗〉.
10 Free inductive ∗-semirings
Since inductive ∗-semirings form a quasi-variety of ordered algebras, all free
inductive ∗-semirings exist. In this section we provide an explicit description of
the initial inductive ∗-semiring. In particular, we prove that the continuous ∗-
semiring N∞, obtained by adjoining a top element to the semiring N of natural
numbers, is initial in the class of inductive ∗-semirings. We then conjecture
that for any set A, the rational power series in N∞〈A∗〉 form the free inductive
∗-semiring on the set A.
Since any inductive ∗-semiring is an iteration semiring, the initial inductive
∗-semiring is a quotient of the initial iteration semiring. The structure of the
initial iteration semiring I0 was described in [4, 6]. Its elements are
0, 1, 2, . . . , 1∗, (1∗)2, . . . , 1∗∗.
The operations are the expected ones, so that x + y and xy have their usual
meaning for all x, y ∈ {0, 1, . . .}, and





0 if x = 0 or y = 0
max{x, y} if x ∈ {1, 2, . . .} or y ∈ {1, 2, . . .}
(1∗)m+n if x = (1∗)m, y = (1∗)n
1∗∗ if x, y 6= 0 and (x = 1∗∗ or y = 1∗∗),
if x or y is in the set {1∗, (1∗)2, . . . , 1∗∗}. The star operation is defined so
that 0∗ = 1, the star of 1 is the element 1∗, and x∗ = 1∗∗ for all x 6= 0, 1. Of
course, the operation max refers to the linear order corresponding to the above
sequencing of the elements of I0. Note that this order is just the sum-order
on I0. But I0 is not an inductive ∗-semiring, since
2 · 1∗ + 1 = 1∗ + 1∗ + 1
= 1∗ + 1
= 1∗,
yet 2∗ = 1∗∗ 6≤ 1∗. To turn I0 into an inductive ∗-semiring, we need to identify
1∗ and 1∗∗ and hence to collapse all elements in the set {1∗, (1∗)2, . . . , 1∗∗}.
The resulting ∗-semiring is isomorphic to N∞.
Theorem 10.1 The continuous ∗-semiring N∞, equipped with the natural star
operation, is initial in the class of inductive ∗-semirings.
Proof. We have already noted that N∞ is an inductive ∗-semiring. By the
above argument, N∞ is initial in the class of all iteration semirings satisfying
1∗ = 1∗∗. But any inductive ∗-semiring S satisfies this equation, so that there
is a unique ∗-semiring morphism N∞ → S. Since the order on N∞ is the
sum-order, this morphism preserves the order. 
Corollary 10.2 Any inductive ∗-semiring is an iteration semiring satisfying
1∗ = 1∗∗.
In fact, every complete (or countably complete) semiring is an iteration semir-
ing satisfying 1∗ = 1∗∗, as shown in [4, 6]. (The fact that any complete semiring
is a Conway semiring was established in [19] and [14].) Such a semiring S has
a sum operation
∑
i∈I si, defined for all families si ∈ S, i ∈ I which extends
the binary sum operation and such that summation is associative and product





Equipped with the sum operation defined in (4), every continuous semiring
is complete. On the other hand, there exist complete sum-ordered semirings
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which are not inductive. For one example, consider the semiring R+∞ of non-







∞ if ri 6= 0 for an infinite number of i′s,
or ∃i ri = ∞
the usual sum otherwise
and multiplication
r1r2 =
{ ∞ if r1, r2 6= 0 and ∞ ∈ {r1, r2}
the usual sum otherwise.
In this semiring we have (1/2)∗ = ∞, but the least solution of the equation
x = x/2 + 1 is 2.
Remark 10.3 The semiring N∞ is also initial in the class of weak inductive
∗-semirings, and in the class of all continuous ∗-semirings.
Conjecture 10.4 For any set A, the semiring Nrat∞ 〈A∗〉 is the free inductive
∗-semiring on A.
Since any inductive ∗-semiring is an iteration semiring, this conjecture is im-
plied by the following:
Conjecture 10.5 For any set A, the (unordered reduct of the) ∗-semiring
Nrat∞ 〈A∗〉 is the free iteration semiring on A satisfying the equation 1∗ = 1∗∗.
If Conjectures 10.4 and 10.5 hold, then we also have:
Conjecture 10.6 An equation holds in all inductive ∗-semirings iff it holds
in all iteration semirings satisfying 1∗ = 1∗∗.
The “Boolean versions” of all of the above three conjectures are known to
hold.
Theorem 10.7 [18] For each set A, the semiring Brat〈A∗〉 is freely generated
by A in the class of all iteration semirings satisfying 1∗ = 1.
See also [10]. Since Brat〈A∗〉 is an inductive ∗-semiring, and in fact a Kozen
semiring, we also have
Corollary 10.8 For each set A, the semiring Brat〈A∗〉 is freely generated by
A in the class of all idempotent inductive ∗-semirings.
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Corollary 10.9 [16] For each set A, the semiring Brat〈A∗〉 is freely generated
by A in the class of all Kozen semirings.
A generalization of Corollary 10.8 has been obtained in [11].
Theorem 10.10 For any set A and for each natural number k > 1, the semir-
ing krat〈A∗〉 is freely generated by the set A in the class of all symmetric in-
ductive ∗-semirings satisfying the equation k − 1 = k.
Of course, in the above equation, k denotes the k-fold sum of 1 with itself.
Conjecture 10.11 For any integer k > 1, the semiring krat〈A∗〉 is the free
iteration semiring on the set A satisfying the equation k − 1 = 1∗. Moreover,
krat〈A∗〉 is the free inductive ∗- semiring on the set A satisfying the equation
k − 1 = k.
11 Summary
We have studied in detail the relation between 5 classes of ∗-semirings. In
decreasing order of generality, these are Conway semirings, iteration semir-
ings, inductive ∗-semirings, symmetric inductive ∗-semirings and continuous
∗-semirings. Except for continuous ∗-semirings, each class can be axioma-
tized within first order logic. Conway semirings and iteration semirings form
two varieties of ∗-semirings, and inductive ∗-semirings and symmetric induc-
tive ∗-semirings form two finitely axiomatizable quasi-varieties of ordered ∗-
semirings. In contrast with Conway semirings, ∗-semirings do not have a finite
basis for their identities. In addition to the iteration semiring identities, any
iteration ∗-semiring satisfies equation 1∗ = 1∗∗. We have conjectured that
the variety of ∗-semirings generated by the (unordered reducts of) inductive,
symmetric inductive, or continuous ∗-semirings is exactly the subvariety of
iteration ∗-semirings defined by the equation 1∗ = 1∗∗. The free continuous
∗-semiring on a set A may be described as the power series semiring N∞〈A∗〉
(equipped with the pointwise order). We have conjectured that in each of
the classes of iteration ∗-semirings satisfying 1∗ = 1∗∗, inductive ∗-semirings
and symmetric inductive ∗-semirings, the free ∗-semirings can be described
as the semirings Nrat∞ 〈A∗〉 of rational power series in N∞〈A∗〉, equipped with
the ponitwise order where appropriate. The above conjectures may be seen
as natural extensions of some of Conway’s conjectures [7] regarding the ax-
iomatization of the regular sets, confirmed in Krob [18]. (For an extension of
Krob’s result in another direction, see Ésik [10].) The results of Krob [18] and
those given in Kozen [16] and Ésik and Kuich [11] provide ample evidence for
these conjectures.
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Continuous ∗-semirings, Conway semirings and iteration ∗-semirings have been
known to be closed for several constructions including matrix semirings, duals,
and power series. In this paper, we have established the same closure prop-
erties of symmetric inductive ∗-semirings. Inductive ∗-semirings are closed for
matrices and power series, but not for duals. From these facts, we have derived
a general Kleene theorem applicable to all inductive ∗-semirings.
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